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Let S denote an idempotent semigroup, let W denote a Banach space. The space 
BV(S, w), which is the space of functions of bounded variation from S into W, is 
considered. It is shown that iffis in BV(S, w) and if w** contains no copy of I, 
then the value off at every point is I, y(s) a,(y), where r is the structure space of 
S and ,u, is an appropriate W valued measure. The hypothesis that w** has no 
copy of I, is then dropped and necessary and suffkient conditions are given for ,u, 
to still have values in W. An application is made to Lipschitz functions and 
conditions are derived for ,u, to be a Gelfand or a Pettis indefinite integral. Another 
application is made to product measures. 
I. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
In [7], Dunford and Schwartz characterize the dual space of BV(Z), the 
absolutely continuous functions on the unit interval of the real line. 
Hildebrandt in [9] characterizes functionals on BV(Z) that are continuous in 
the weak topology. Newman, see [ 14, 151, is one of the first authors to 
define functions of bounded variation on structures significantly different 
from the real line. The work of [ 1, 21 as well as the works of Edwards and 
Wayment [8] and Kist and Maserik [ 10, 131 deal with structures similar to 
Newman’s. In [ 141 and [ 151 functions of bounded variation over idempotent 
abelian semigroups are defined. This is a natural generalization of Z since Z is 
such a semigroup when endowed with the product x . y = max(x, y). The 
work of Taylor, see [ 181, is the first, and perhaps the strongest, indication 
that when studying the algebra of functions of bounded variation one should 
seek a corresponding algebra of measures (under convolution product) over 
an appropriate field. In fact this approach is fruitful whenever one has a 
semi-simple algebra. 
In [lo] Kist and Maserik characterize the functions of bounded variation 
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on S (a semilattice with largest element 1) as those functions that have a 
unique integral representation as 
S(s) = ( Y(S) &,(I99 
r 
where pf is a regular signed measure on the structure space r as defined in 
[ 181. The map f +,u, is a norm preserving algebraic isomorphism of BV(S) 
onto brca [r] (bounded regular countably additive functions on the Bore1 
field of r). 
More recently Maserik [ 131 has presented an L, type theory were Lp( g) is 
characterized as the set of all functions that are represented as 
f(s) = 1^ Ye> f’(r) 4gYh 
r 
where f’ is in the usual Lp@,) space. As pointed out in [ 131 this theory 
restricted to L’(g) and Lm( g) agrees with the theory presented in [ 11. In 
fact for every x E S let E, be the shift operator on BV(S), that is, 
Let d = E, E=, (I - E,,), where x, , x2 ,..., x, E S. Define f(vx; x, , 
X z ,..., x,J = W(Y). Then (A.fJ( 1) is the nth difference of J f is called 
positive definite (or completely monotonic) if @j)(l) > 0. f is said to be of 
bounded variation if 
A,= fI E: (I-E,)‘-“/, 
j=l 
where e is an n-tuple of 0 and 1. It should be noted that Al(l) = L(x, a)f, 
where L is the operator defined in [ 1, 21 via the Mobius function. In 
summary [ 1, 2, 8-10, 131 offer but a small sample of recent works on 
functions of bounded variation. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to consider functions of bounded 
variation from S into W, where W is a Banach space. Such a study was 
initiated by Alo, de Korvin and Easton in [2] where the focus was to obtain 
a Riesz type theorem for linear operators defined on BV(S, w) (functions of 
bounded variation from S into W). The present work will focus on the study 
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of the representing measure for valuation maps. Our first result asserts that if 
SE BV(S, W) and if W** (the double dual of W) has no copy of I:, then 
./f(s) = 1’ Y(S) &f(Y)( 11. 
-I 
where p,E brcall; W] 
(bounded regular countably additive functions from 58r into W). In 
particular this is true if W is a Radon-Nikodym space. The requirement that 
a space not contain a copy of 1, is not new to the literature. For a while it 
was conjectured that iff is a bounded weakly measurable function on a finite 
measure space with values in X (a Banach space), then there exists a 
bounded measurable function g such that x*f = x*g a.e. provided X does not 
contain a copy of I,. Lindenstrauss and Stegall have shown that conjecture 
to be false [ 121 and Lewis has shown that property to be true if X is weakly 
compactly generated (unpublished). Having established (1) we show f ++ P,, is 
a linear isometry between BV(S, W) and brca [r, WI. In general if we do not 
make the assumption that IP * has no copy of I, , we can show (1) to be 
true where ,+ has values in IP* (and both sides of (1) are considered to be 
elements of IP*). The next natural question is to find conditions which 
insure that ,+ is W valued. We show that strong additivity, countable 
additivity and J+ W valued are equivalent conditions. We also obtain 
equivalent conditions involving (lv*f 1 jl w* I/ < 1 } and equivalent conditions 
involving the integral of the weak derivative off: A Lebesgue type decom- 
position for fE BV(S, w) is obtained as a corollary. 
Our next step is to define Lip(S, W, h) the Lipschitz functions relative to h 
with values in W by the condition 
ii#(l)ll < KAh (11, 
where h is positive definite. Under these conditions we show that there exists 
a function U, from r into W** such that ,+ is the Gelfand indefinite integral 
of Uf. Again the natural question of when is U, W valued arises. We show if 
,uf generates a weakly compact operator and is W valued, so is U,. Also if 
w** has no copy of c, (in this case v* has no copy of I, !) then ,+ and U, 
are W valued. Conditions are then given that make P, the Pettis ind&nite 
integral of U,. Results of Diestel [4] on Gelfand and Pettis integrals are 
used. Again the property of having no copy af c, has been well studiedin the 
literature. An important property is that if X has no copy of c,, then many 
interesting linear operators with values in X are weakly compact. 
Our last result de& with representing the fur&ion (f(s), g(s)), where 
fE BV(S, W, g E BV(S, H) and ( , > is a continuous bilinear functional on 
W x Ii. The situation is somewhat complicated by the following fact: if Pi 
and pr are countabIy additive measures that are W and N valued and if 
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A@ x B) = @,(A),,@)) then it is not true that 1 can always be extended as 
a countably additive set function on the product. Bhaskara Rao [ 161 has 
provided a counterexample. This and related problems are contained in the 
works of de Korvin and Roberts [ 1 l] and of Swartz [ 171. Throughout the 
present work vector measures are used. Most of the results used can be found 
in 15, 61. 
II. RESULTS 
We start by defining basic notations. Let S be an abelian idempotent 
semigroup with identity. Thus if x E S then x2 =x. Let r be the structure 
space of S-that is, r is the set of all homomorphisms from S into the reals. 
If y E r then y(x’) = y(x)’ and also y(x’) = y(x). Since Ye = y(x), the 
values of y are either 0 or 1. Endow r with the point-wise convergence. Then 
r is a compact space called the structure space of S. Letfbe a function from 
S into the reals and let brca [r] be the set of all bounded regular countably 
additive set functions (real valued) defined on the Bore1 field 2$- of r. 
It was shown in [IO] that f is of bounded variation if and only if there 
exists pffZ brca [r] such that 
f(s) = J Y(S) WY). 
r 
Moreover the map f H ,u~ is an algebraic isomorphism and 
where I.& is the variation norm off and var[p,] is the variation of ,u~. 
Denote by BV(S) the Banach space of functions of bounded variation. Let 
W denote a Banach space and w* and vx the dual and the double dual 
space. Now let f be a function from S into W. We define f to be of bounded 
variation if for each w* E w*, w*f E BV(S) and 
sup Iw*f IB” < a, W ’EU’ 
where u* denotes the unit ball of w*. We set (1 f jev = supwlGol ] w*f IBV. 
BV(S, w) will denote the space of all functions of bounded variation from S 
into W. Finally we define brca [r, W] to be the set of all bounded regular 
countably additive set functions from 9r into W. Bounded here means of 
finite semi-variation, see [6]. If ,U E brca [r, W], sv p will denote the semi- 
variation of ~1. 
We are now ready for our first result which yields a representation map 
for valuations on BV [S, W] provided w** has no copy of I,. We already 
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pointed out in the introduction that the property of not having a copy of I,,, 
has previously been studied in the literature, see [ 12 1, for example. 
THEOREM 1. Zff E BV(S, W), where w** contains no copy ofly then 
j-(s) -- / Y(S) d&(Y)* 
i 
where ,u~E brca \r, WI. Moreover j’+-+,uf is a linear isometry, that is. 
IlfllB” = SVPfuf. 
ProoJ Since w*fE BV(S) by ]lO] we have 
(w*,f(s)) = ]’ y(s) dp,+.*, with lu,,E brca IF]. 
-r 
Clearly the map w* -+pu,*, is linear. For A E .5Yr define rc/ by 
oly@ 17 w* > = &v*j@ 1 
p,(A) is linear on w* and 
Thus, p, has values in FF*. Since w*,+ is finitely additive (in fact countably 
additive) and since w*,u, is bounded for each w* then by the Dieudon- 
n&Grothendieck Theorem ]S} it follows that flf is of finite semi-variation. In 
fact 
sv /lf= sup var /L,*f (s= [W W’EO” 
Thus svPf= Iiflle”. 
Since WY* has no copy of 1, and since #f is wk* countably additive, it 
follows that rcf is countably additive [ 5 1. Also 
(wXJ(s>) = \ Y(S) 4+fW = (w*, f 74s) 4m) -I- ,r 
So f(s) = f, y(s) dp,(y) as elements of w**. 
We now show that pf has values in W. Since pf has finite semi-variation 
there exists a positive finite measure cl,, such that 
l&y o sv &(4 = 0 * 
[7, p. 3211. Since 
sv ,a,= sup varfiWef (see 161) W’EO” 
it follows var pWtl ( * ) as w* E O* are uniformly countably additive. 
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Next we show that the map w* +,u,*~ is continuous over O* with respect 
to the wk* topology of w* and the C(r) topology of C(Z)*. If (w, ~2) --t 
(w, w*) then if s^ is defined on r by f(y) = y(s) then s^E C(Z); d as s E S 
separate the points of r and hence C(T) is the closure of the algebra 
generated by valuation maps. Also 
Since svp ,,F~ < sv ,+ it follows that 
I' g(y)4y~ m&v*/ for all g E CQ. 
r r 
By results obained by Batt and Berg [3, Theorem 41 it follows that ~uf is W 
valued and regular in the norm of W. Thus ,uf E brca [r, W]. 
Conversely let u E brca [r, W] define 
f,,(s) = jrr(s) 44) for s E S 
(f,(s), w*> = 1 Y(S) 4+t~)~ r 
This means that w*S, E BV(S). Also 
Note. If v* is a Radon-Nikodym space, then each of its closed spaces 
has that property and since Z, is known to not have the Radon-Nikodym 
property it follows that W** would not have a copy of I,. Thus the above 
results hold in that case. Also note that v* is a Radon-Nikodym space if 
FP*/ W is separable. 
We now would like to drop the assumption that w** contains no copy of 
I,. Again let fE BV(S, W). The first part of the proof of Theorem 1 shows 
that w*fE BV(S) and corresponds to P,,,*~ E brca [r]. Again 
sup varhf= SUP Iw*fl= IlfllBv~ W’EO’ W*EO* 
Thus if we define ,u~ : .%‘r + v* by 
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as earlier we see that crf is bounded on ..?Pr. and has values in IF*. This time 
of course pf is, in general, finitely additive only. Let gUa be some positive finite 
countably additive measure. By Cw*f)’ we mean the derivative, if it exists, of 
11!*f respectively to p,,--that is, 
oc*jY = IdP,,,*,i’dcl,,: (if the derivative exists) 
The next theorem establishes conditions equivalent to P, having values in 
W (or to ,uu, being countably additive). 
THEOREM 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) +uf is strongly additive. 
(2) ,uf is countably additive. 
(3) ,uf is W valued. 
(4) {WY w* E a*] is weakly sequentially compact in BV(S). 
(5) There exists a countably additive jmite positive measure ,a0 such 
that 
(4 t.i b*fW WY) I w* E a*} is bounded and 
(b) i,., (w*f)‘(y) dp,(y) is uniformly countably additive as w* E o* 
in the wk* topology. 
(6) There exists ,u, as above such that 
(a) as above and, 
(b) lim Po(Ej-O 5, (w*f)‘(y) dp,(y) = 0 uniformly as w* E u* in the 
wk* topology. 
ProoJ Suppose pf is strongly additive. Then [S, p. 8] var ,u,J + ) are 
uniformly strongly additive as w* E D *. Thus they are uniformly countably 
additive and since 1uf is bounded the above set (4) is also bounded in the 
variation norm. By Theorem 4 of [3], 1~~ is W valued. Thus (1) implies (3). 
That (2) implies (1) is, of course, clear. Now assume pf is W valued, 
bounded and finitely additive. It is pointed out in [ 141 that r is compact, 
Hausdorff and totally disconnected. Thus w*&( . ) are regu&r and countably 
additive. Hence ,u~ is countably additive. As in the proof of Theorem I there 
exists a control measure pu, such that (var,.,( + ) ( w* E o*} is uni&rrnIy 
continuous with respect to p,. Hence this set forms a weakly seqm&illy 
compact family. Therefore ,+ is countably additive and (3) implies (2‘). We 
now assume that condition (4) is true. Since there exists an isometric 
isomorphism between BV(S) and brca ]r] it foiIows that 
(w*pJ . ) ( w* E a*} is weakly sequentially compact in brca [r]. Again by 
Theorem 4 of Batt and Berg ]3] this means that fvar,+,( . ) 1 w* E o*) is 
uniformly countably additive. Hence this set is uniformly strongly additive 
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and this implies that ,u~ is strongly additive. And we have shown that (4) 
implies (1). That (1) implies (4) follows from the fact that if 
{var,+f( e ) ( w* E o*) is uniformly strongly additive, then it is uniformly 
countably additive and since this family is also bounded it is weakly sequen- 
tially compact. Thus (w*f] w* E a*) is weakly sequentially compact in 
BV(S). To show the remaining part of the theorem consider (4). This says 
that (,u,+,,~( . ) ] W* E a*} is weakly sequentially compact. Consider ruO as 
above. Since ,~~uf<’ pu,, w*fE AC(S,,u,,). Maserik [ 131 has shown that 
AC(S,,U~) is isomorphic to L,( g,), where p0 and g, correspond. He has also 
shown that L,( g,) is isomorphic to the usual L’(u,) space by the map 
AC(S, ,u,,) is thus weakly complete and the above is equivalent to (w*f)’ 
being weakly sequentially compact in L’@ ,,). Conditions (5) and (6) are 
known to be equivalent to weak sequential compactness in L’@ ,) 17, 
pp. 292, 2941. 
Note. If any one of the above conditions is true, then ,u~ is regular in the 
norm of W, see [ 31. 
If h is a positive definite function on S of bounded variation and if 
f E BV(S, W) we define 
and we write f 4 h if for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
&r(l) < 6 implies ]]$(I)]] < a. 
R, will denote a typical basic set of r. That is, if (s,, So,..., sn} is a finite 
subset of S, then 
(the set B(X, a) in the notations of [ 1 ] and [2]). The identification of part of 
BV(S, W ’) and brca [r, W], by the above theorem, will enable us to obtain 
Lebesgue type decompositions for functions fE BV(S, w) satisfying 
condition (4) of the above theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let h be a positive definite function on S with bounded 
variation. Let f E BV(S, w). Assume f satisfies (4) of Theorem 2. Then there 
exists f,, fi E BV(S, W) satisfying (4) such that 
(1) f =f, +f29 
(2) f, -=e h, 
(3) w*fz and h are mutually singularfor every w* E w*. 
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Proof: Mutually singular functions are here taken in the sense of f 13 1. 
By the above theorem let pub and ,D, be the measures corresponding to il and 
h. ,u~ is positive and ,u~ is W valued and countably additive. Thus by the 
Lebesgue decomposition for vector measures, see 15 1, there exists measures 
,u, , ,uZ in brca [K WI such that 
where ,~r & ,u~ and r+y*p, is mutually singular with ,u~ for every u”* E IF. By 
[ 131 this means that w*fz is mutually singular with h, where pUr comes from 
f2. Of course since pr is countably additive, so are ,u, and ,u~. Let f, be the 
function of BV(S, w) that generates ,u, . Since 
it follows that f, < h (as R, forms a basis for 9r). Since ,ur and ,uZ are coun- 
tably aditive it follows thatf; andfi satisfy (4) of Theorem 2. 
We now proceed to define the set Lip@, W, h) of Lipschitz functions from 
S into W relative to h. fE Lip(S, W, h) if there exists some constant K > 0 
such that 
Pf(l)ll <KWl) 
where, of course, h is positive definite. Let Y be a map from S into the dual 
space L*. If p is a positive measure on A?$., the Gelfand integral of Y over 
A E .58,. is the element (if it exists) of L* defined by 
(Z,. f WP)= 1' (1, Y)& for all 1 E L. 
‘A / ‘4 
If !? is a map of S into the Banach space H, by the Pettis integral of Y 
relative to ,u, over the set A, we mean the element (if it exists) of H defined 
by 
jh*,‘In ‘&)=jA (h*, Y>& for all h* E H*. 
We will now show that the measure corresponding to a function of 
Lip@, W, h) is the Gelfand integral of a w** valued function. 
THEOREM 3. Assume f E Lip{S, W, h). Then there exists a function ,uf 
from r into w** such that 
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Also ifA,= {yETI y(s)} = 1, then 
Proof Let ,u~ be the measure corresponding to f: since w*,+ flu,, W*,U, 
has a density relative to ,uh, say, f,, . Thus 
w*& =f,*ph 
f,.* E L’[r,p,]. Now 
(in the notation of [6]) 
Hence 1 f,* ( p,, ,< K/I/, or 
a.e. (w* E a*). 
Thusf,, 5 Lm[I-,~h]. S ince ,L, is of finite variation, there exists a lifting map 
p, see [6 1, of L”O [r, ~~1. By modifying f,* on a set of measure zero we may 
assume 
P(f,.*) =A* * 
Now define U#) : W -+ R by 
QM(w”) =fM>*(Y>* 
Then 
cw*, pAA)> = 1; uftd(w*) &h(Y)’ 
Clearly U,Q) is linear on W and moreover 
sup I r+W(w*)l = sup lfw4yl <KS W’EU’ W*E(I’ 
Thus we now may define U,: r-1 V* by 
u,: Y -+ U&l. 
Then 
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The natural questions to ask next are: “Is U, W valued?” and “When is ,u~ 
the Pettis integral of ZJf?” The next theorem provides an answer to these 
questions. Also it should be noted that if p,. comes from a Lipschitz function 
f, ,+ is clearly countably additive and hence W valued. 
THEOREM 4. (1) Zf ,uf is W valued and generates a weakly compact 
operator on L’&,), then U, is W valued. 
(2) Zf F* has no copy of c,, then ,q is W valued. 
(3) If (1) holds, if W is separable and has no copy of cO, and is 
fE Lip@, W, h), 
then 
pad) =p j uh) 4dy). 
A 
Proof. Suppose Z+ is W valued. Consider A(&), see [6], the uniform 
limits of Sr step functions. By Theorem 2, z.+ is strongly additive. Define 
Since we assume that Tf is weakly compact, if 
where N,(#, cl,,) is the L’ norm of Q for r(lh, then C is a weakly relatively 
compact subset of W. Let C- be the wk closure of C in W. Then since C- is 
compact in the o(w*“, Wyc) topology (VA is the algebraic dual of w*), we 
can write C- as 
c- = n {Y E VA I KY, w,*>I > 1 I 
n 
for some appropriate family wg of w*. Since j, 4 hurE C we have 
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and I as above. Thus 
and since without loss of generality p(f,,,:) =f,,,:, @ the lifting map defined 
earlier) we have 
Hence 
and this shows that Uf takes values in C- c W 
Now assume that w** has no copy of c,, . Then every bounded linear 
operator from J(9r) into I+@* is weakly compact. In particular Tf as 
defined above is weakly compact so ,u~ is strongly additive and hence W 
valued. 
Finally we show (3). Since (1) holds Ur is W valued. U, is weakly 
measurable and has separable range so U, is ,u, measurable [6]. Diestel in 
[4] has shown that if a function from r into W is strongly measurable and if 
W has no copy of q,, then every Gelfand integrable function is Pettis 
integrable. Thus 
Note. If a dual space has no copy of co it is well known that it has no 
copy of I,. 
Finally we consider the following problem. Let fE BV(S,X), 
g E BV(S, Y) and let ( , ) denote a bilinear scalar valued and continuous 
form on XX Y. We would like to give a representation for the function 
(f( . ), g( - )). Let pf and ,uK be measures corresponding to f and g. Assume 
pf and ,ug to be X and Y valued (necessary and sufficient conditions for this 
were given earlier). Let 1 be defined on rectangles by 
Swartz in [ 171 has pointed out that, in general, 2 does not have a countably 
additive extension to 9, x 9r. In fact Bhaskara Rao in [ 161 constructed an 
example of such a situation. Following Swartz we assume that pf and ,u~ are 
Pettis indefinite integrals. Let ,u~ and u, be the corresponding Pettis 
derivatives relative to the positive measures Q and p. In this case 1 does have 
a countable additive extension to .9r x 9r. 
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THEOREM 5. ( 1) Let pUt. and .u, he the indefinite Pettis integrals of a 
and /I. Then 
where u 5f a countable additive set function on .-‘il,. 
(2) v,u, and ,ug are Bochner ind&tite integrals, then 
(f( ~ ), g( . ,> E BVW. 
Proof. 
= .rsr (‘r’ XP)(S)~Y,P) ! 
where P(y, p) = y x p. Setting u = U- ’ yields (I). 
By [ 171 if flf and pUn are Bochner indefinite integrals (that is are of finite 
variation), then A has finite variation. Maser& in [ 131 has shown that a 
function is in BV(S) if and only if the corresponding measure is OF finite 
variation. This proves (2). 
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